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Kohler 120V  (1 x  5.0kw Kw)Generator
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these models). The all white option a) means the interior keeps cooler in the
The deck and hull are all white (not white and navy blue as often seen on

to handle in docking situations.
ride. She’s very nimble at high speed, and the twin sterndrives make her easy
21-degree deadrise, 6-ton dry weight, and a very comfortable, dry and stable
handling a trip across the Adriatic in 2014). It has a deep-V design, a
The boat is fast - up to 40mph - but also safe and easy to handle (comfortably

over the winter and is beautifully maintained. It feels like new.
new water intakes - €30,000 spent. The boat has been kept out of the water
replacement chart plotter and VHF handset and the engines fully serviced with
boat was fully refurbished with new internal upholstery, new fridges,
UK SSR registered, EU conversion and VAT all certified and paid. In 2013 the

Notes

Bow Cushions, Cockpit Cover, Cockpit Cushions
Upholstery

2 Refrigerator, Burner, Freezer, Galley, Microwave Oven
Kitchen and appliances

stereo/DVD in the other cabi), Radio AM/FM
2 TV, DVD (touch screen PC and DVD player in the main cabin and full

Entertainment

First aid kit
Security equipment

12V Outlets, 220V Outlets, Air Conditioning, Electric Toilet
Domestic Facilities onboard

ladder, Teak Cockpit, Water pressure pump, Winch Elettrico
Pump, Electric Windlass, Platform, Rollbar, Shorepower connector, swimming
Anchor, Automatic Bilge Pump, Battery charger, cockpit table, Electric Bilge

Staging and technical

Chartplotter, Depth Sounder, GPS, Log, VHF Radio
Electronic tools for navigation
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This plan creates more galley stowage than usual for a boat of this size.
cherry wood cabinetry, vinyl wall coverings, premium fabrics and hardware.
This boat has the bench seat opposite the galley floor plan outfitted with

am asking.
year on boat portals (e.g. apolloduck or yachtworld) are 20-30k more than I
As already mentioned, this is a genuine bargain. Prices for the same model and

importantly c) is significantly less work to maintain its appearance.
the deck (which can lead to fractures in dark hulled boats), and almost as
summer heat, b) prevents hull heat expansion occurring at a different rate to
these models). The all white option a) means the interior keeps cooler in the
The deck and hull are all white (not white and navy blue as often seen on

to handle in docking situations.
ride. She’s very nimble at high speed, and the twin sterndrives make her easy
21-degree deadrise, 6-ton dry weight, and a very comfortable, dry and stable
handling a trip across the Adriatic in 2014). It has a deep-V design, a
The boat is fast - up to 40mph - but also safe and easy to handle (comfortably

of the water over the winter and is beautifully maintained. It feels like new.
serviced with new water intakes - €30,000 spent. The boat has been kept out
fridges, replacement chart plotter and VHF handset and the engines fully
In 2013 the boat was fully refurbished with new internal upholstery, new

The boat is fully specified with all extras including  stove

importantly c) is significantly less work to maintain its appearance.
the deck (which can lead to fractures in dark hulled boats), and almost as
summer heat, b) prevents hull heat expansion occurring at a different rate to
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the generator.
hatch that gives easy access to the twin Mercruiser 5.0L 260HP Sterndrives and
during the hot summer. The engine compartment has an enormous electric
pads. This boat has Sunbrella fabric bimini and side canvas to provide shade
each other around a cockpit table which converts to a roomy sun deck with
located opposite the helm station. The after cockpit has full bench seats facing
and functional helm station, not to mention a tilt steering wheel. The wet bar is
Instruments and gauges in the wood burl finish complement a well designed
On deck, the double helm seat kicks up to a bolster for ease of handling.

shower, vanity and vaccuflush marine head with a 106 litre holding tank.
hob, microwave, fridge-freezer, and sink, and a full stand up head with sink,
Comfortable accommodations sleep five, and also include a full galley, with
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